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Foreword

The profile also includes a detailed commentary which provides clarity on why the
best-fit judgment was awarded. There is no suggestion or expectation that a
learner profile is produced for every pupil in the cohort or that teachers write such
an extensive commentary.

This profile is intended to help teachers see the type of evidence that can be used
to take to a cluster meeting, in order to support the best-fit judgements made. It
also clearly demonstrates that the evidence predominantly lies in a pupil’s book
and hence is what is already available to the teacher.
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EASUser
Text Box
Completed Independently in the class.

EASUser
Text Box
Following drilling of 'Dathlu' Sentence structures over 2-3 lessons and the 'Pen-blwydd Kemal' reading tasks, pupils wrote their own conversation regarding 'Dathlu'. No prompts were used, but pupils were 'warmed up' following completion of reading tasks & drilling.

EASUser
Text Box
This task was completed after reading and writing tasks based on 'Pen-blwydd Kemal'. Pupils had the questions in front of them as they completed the tasks in pairs. Leah is the second to speak



EASUser
Typewritten text
The pupil's work was based on Pen-blwydd Kemal(Peniarth). Permission is being sought to reproduce the extract as part of this material  
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EASUser
Text Box
Completed independently in the class

EASUser
Text Box
Following a series of lessons on the 'Y Ffair', pupils wrote a Facebook message. Pupils were allowed to use the empty oracy language mat to assist them as they wrote the message, but had no other prompts.

EASUser
Text Box
Following reading the poem 'Y Ffair', learners completed reading and writing tasks before attempting the oracy task. The class had used the completed mat iaith to revise/learn key structures before embarking on the group task and were allowed to fill in the empty languages mat and use this as a prompt during the discussion.



EASUser
Typewritten text
The pupil's work was based on poem 'Y Ffair'by Nicholas Insall ('Poeth!', Ylolfa). Permission is being sought to reproduce the extract as part of this material  
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EASUser
Text Box
After reading the blog as a class, the class completed the reading questions independently (Without support)

EASUser
Text Box
'Blog Mr Urdd' was read in the class, as a whole class activity. The class completed reading tasks individually following this, for the teacher to assess understanding. The class was then given the oracy summary sheet and key patterns were recapped. Leah had the prompt sheet with 3 words written on it in front of her as she completed the tasks.

EASUser
Text Box
This task was completed in the classroom following a recap of basic sentence patterns and reinforcement of 'Bocs Bendigedig'.
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EASUser
Draft
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Level 5: Learner profile

The materials in this folder consist of a learner profile which is judged to show the
characteristics of a learner’s standards of attainment which, overall, are at level 5.
The commentary should enable the reader to see why the learner profile has been
given a best-fit level 5.

The level of detail exemplified here in the commentary is intended to give a good
sense of how a best-fit level can be fully justified, in the case of learner profiles.
For in-school awarding of best-fit levels at the end of a key stage and in-school
moderation, it is still necessary for the teacher to justify that the range of work
required is covered and the appropriate standard reached to award a best-fit level.
How this is demonstrated is for each school to determine.

A learner profile will typically contain the work of one pupil from across the range of
the subject and provide sufficient evidence to enable a judgement to be made on
the level which best fits the standard represented in the profile. A learner profile
should be as straightforward as the pupil’s book or books which show evidence of
the characteristics of levels and relevant attainment target(s). Other work which
would give the complete picture of a pupil’s standards might include a
theme/topic book, audio visual recordings, reading record. A commentary on the
learner profile will make clear how, on balance, the best fit judgement has been
reached and why it is not at the level above or below if it is borderline. The
commentary will signpost where the evidence of achievement at a particular level
can be seen in the exercise book or other original material produced in the year.



Welsh second language: Learner profile

Level 5

All comments relate to characteristics of level 5 unless started otherwise.

This profile is a collection of tasks completed by a pupil rather than the full body of
his work which, ideally, makes up a learner profile. To arrive at an accurate and fully
evidenced best-fit judgement, the complete evidence base should be considered i.e.
the learner’s exercise book and any additional topic books and worksheets.

AT1:  ORACY

Comment Source Reference
Leah understands and responds to others in
familiar situations. She responds successfully to
questioning in ‘Y Ffair’ group task (Ble? Sut?
Pryd? Gyda pwy? Beth? etc.) and in the ‘Pen-
blwydd Kemal’ pair work she also responds to
some questions e.g. Wyt ti’n hoffi stori Kemal?
Beth wyt ti’n feddwl o Nadolig?
Leah initiates conversation and shows more
confidence .She keeps the presentation going
as she talks about her weekend. She also
initiates questions in the pair and group tasks
when she talks about celebrating and talking
about past events. She also shows enough
confidence at times to extend answers.
Leah is aware of order and progression in all
three tasks. She uses her prompts successfully
to lead her work.
Leah gives reasons to explain her ideas in all
three tasks e.g achos dw i’n hoffi darllen the
Guinness World of records achos rydw i eisiau
fy enw i yn y Guinness World of Records; hoffwn
i fynd i sglefrio iâ achos dw i’n mwynhau
Dancing on Ice.
Leah’s speech is understandable and she is
quite fluent in all three tasks. She trips over one
or two words.
Leah uses a variety of phrases, sentence
patterns and verb forms with accuracy. e.g in ‘Y
Ffair’ task she uses Es i i…Ble/Sut/Pryd?Gyda
pwy est ti?, Aethon ni, Gwelon ni, Prynais i,
Gwisgais i, Bwyton ni, Roedd e’n;  and in the
Presentation; Fy..ydy, Dw i’n, Dw i ddim, Mae’n
gas/well ‘da fi, Es I, Aethon ni, Gwelais, Bwyton,
Roedd, Mae. She uses a variety of sentence
patterns (e.g. first person, negative, 3rd person,
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past tense, imperfect tense) and she uses most
sentences accurately.
AT2 Reading:

Leah reads the first 4 verses of ‘Y Ffair’ clearly
and with slight expression.
She has shown the ability to respond to a variety
of texts – a cartoon, a poem and a blog. In all
three tasks, Leah shows an understanding of the
main ideas and events e.g. main events and
opinions in ‘Manylion Personol’ blog; what’s in
the fair in ‘Y Ffair’; sequence of events and key
information in ‘Pen-blwydd Kamal’.
Leah is able to select relevant information. In the
‘Pen-blwydd Kemal’ cartoon task, Leah selects
the correct information to answer the questions
and is also able to complete the true/false
exercise. In ‘Y Ffair’, she selects relevant
information from text e.g title, name of poet,
what’s in the fair. In ‘Manylion Personol’ blog, she
is able to pick out the relevant information and
slot them into the correct columns in the grid and
has selected relevant information to answer the
Pryd? Ble? Tywydd? Hoffi neu Ddim yn hoffi?
Pam? Questions.
She reads independently. The reading texts were
introduced to the whole class, but the learners
responded independently as they re-read the
texts in order to complete the tasks.  She is able
to express opinions on the content, giving
reasons to support views which is characteristic
of L6.

1. Dathlu text
Cartoon -

True/False activity,
questions & story in
correct order.

2. Y Ffair poem
& Worksheet (facts
& response) & audio
reading aloud

Audio file

3. Blog-
Newyddion
Personol

text information grid.

L5
Reading
Task 2
(Audio file)

AT3 Writing
Leah writes linked sentences in all three tasks
and ideas are developed sensibly, showing a
grasp of form and progression e.g. the ‘Dathlu’
conversation/dialogue is set out appropriately;
there is clear progression in the Facebook
message, where she progresses from saying
where/when she went to what she saw etc.
Three different forms/purposes are
demonstrated in the profile –
conversation/dialogue, Facebook message and
blog.  The writing forms demanded information,
opinions and use of ‘Bocs Bendigedig’ in order
to give the writing a ‘natural’/realistic feel.
Some opinions are expressed simply in all three
pieces. Leah often goes beyond the ‘simple’
opinions and also offers reasons which is
characteristic of L6.

1. Conversation /
Dialogue

2. Facebook
message

3. Blog

p.3-4

p.2

p.9-10
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There is a wide variety of sentence patterns
across the three pieces of work e.g Dw i’n hoffi,
dw i ddim yn hoffi, mae’n gas ‘da fi, dw i’n
meddwl bod, fy…ydy…, mae’n gwneud i mi
deimlo’n…, dydy e ddim, es i, roeddwn I’n,
roedd…yn, gwisgais i. There are also examples
of Leah selecting words and phrases for the
purpose, in order to make her writing more
interesting e.g Wel, dw i’n hoffi dathlu; roedd y
tywydd yn gret, diolch byth, achos roedd hi’n
heulog; Shwmae! Croeso Blog Leah! Dyma fy
mhenwythnos! Roedd e’n gyffrous dros ben.
Most sentence structures are used accurately.
There are only 2-3 examples of incorrect
sentence constructions throughout the wrotten
work. Nearly all words are spelt accurately,
although there are a few mistakes. Capital
letters, question mark and full stops are used
accurately most of the time, with no more than a
handful of slips.
The work is legible and all three pieces are
effectively presented e.g. conversation /
dialogue.

Best-fit level: Summary

Oracy Levels 5 and 6 considered. Leah is starting to display one or two
characteristics of L6. When expressing opinions she agrees e.g. in the
‘Y Ffair’ group oral task and in ‘Pen-blwydd Kamal’ pair work. She
uses an increasing variety of phrases and sentence patterns and
usually varies the verb tense and person accurately. However, in order
to progress to L6, Leah needs to be less reliant on prompts and needs
to develop her ability to listen and respond to others; she also needs to
become more fluent as she talks.  Despite there being some
characteristics of L6 in Leah’s work, she demonstrates L5
characteristics clearly across the profile. L5 best-fits.

Reading Levels 4, 5 and 6 considered. L5 characteristics are the ones
demonstrated clearly across the profile.  Although L6 was briefly
considered, Leah needs to develop her ability to read out loud with
expression and confidence before she reaches a firm L6; she also
needs to be able to read longer texts independently and be able to
gather information from more than one print source and use it
appropriately.  She does express opinions on the content of all three
reading texts, but her response remains fairly basic. L5 therefore best-
fits



Writing Levels 5 and 6 considered. Although there are characteristics of Level
6 in Leah’s work such as use of reasons and using words to create
effects, Level 5 best-fits, as she tends to depend on warm-ups/
reminders to support her written work. She also needs to start to
elaborate in her work, by giving more details and developing her ideas
further.

Overall level: 5
Leah’s work clearly demonstrates characteristics of Level 5 across the three
attainment targets. Although there are characteristics of the next level present in her
work, Level 5 offers the best fit because the degree of independence and confidence
required for L6 are not yet evident in her work.




